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New mechanism for the nucleation and growth of large zeolite X crystals in the presence of triethanolamine

Savannah J. Turner, Jialu Chen, Alexandra M. Z. Slawin and Wuzong Zhou,*

Large octahedral zeolite X crystals nucleate inside preformed spherical particles at the interface between an amorphous core and a shell of zeolite P nanorods. Triethanolamine enhances the sphere formation and is involved in the growth of zeolite X crystals.

Zeolites are popular industrial materials worth billions of US dollars in the global market. Although many zeolites occur naturally and can be mined, synthetic zeolites are more often used commercially due to their significantly greater purity and particle size uniformity. A fundamental understanding of zeolite growth during synthesis is becoming increasingly important to facilitate control over their properties and structures. Faujasite type zeolites, such as zeolites X and Y, are amongst the most important zeolites used commercially.

It has long been known that ultra-large crystals of various zeolites can be grown, when triethanolamine (TEA) is added to the reaction mixture. The most prominent theory for the mechanism by which this enhanced growth occurs is that Al cations in the gel are complexed by TEA, reducing their effective concentration. This would in turn reduce the supersaturation and therefore the number of nucleation sites leading to a smaller number of crystals. This mechanism was supported by NMR results, which suggested that an Al-TEA complex may exist in the gel.

The commonly reported issue with using TEA to promote crystal growth is the formation of secondary phases. For instance, when attempting to synthesize zeolite X, zeolite P forms as a secondary phase, whose content increases with increasing the amount of TEA. Another example is the synthesis of EMT type zeolite, where SOD, LTA and FAU type phases form depending on the reaction conditions in the presence of TEA. When the zeolite synthesizes in both of these cases are performed without the organic additive, pure phase zeolite X or zeolite EMT in relatively smaller size are produced.

On the other hand, adding organic additives in the reaction mixtures of zeolites may enhance aggregation of the precursor molecules/ions or nanocrystallites into amorphous or polycrystalline particles. The nucleation sites of the zeolites may shift from the solution to the solid phases, leading to a reversed crystal growth route. It is of interest to find whether TEA also has such an effect.

Herein, we present our recent ex-situ study of the crystal growth mechanism of zeolite X in the presence of TEA and its relation with the secondary phase zeolite P. This provides significantly greater insight into the role of TEA and reveals that the growth of the two phases are in fact heavily intertwined.

Zeolite X was hydrothermally synthesized using a modified procedure developed by Warzywoda et al. The molar ratio of the chemicals in the gel used was $4.76\text{Na}_2\text{O} : 1.0\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 : 3.5\text{SiO}_2 : 454.0\text{H}_2\text{O} : 8.0\text{TEA}$. Specimens were collected after reaction at $100^\circ\text{C}$ for 1 to 14 days, and were characterised using several techniques. The details of the chemicals used, synthesis procedure and characterisation methods are given in electronic supplementary information (ESI†).

Specimen after 14 days reaction contain large particles (~60 μm in diameter) with two distinguished morphologies, octahedral and spherical, as shown in a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image (Fig. 1a). All the peaks in the powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern can be indexed to zeolite X and zeolite P (Fig. 1b). Zeolite X crystals are octahedral in shape as commonly observed and confirmed by powder XRD and SEM images of early stage samples, as well as single crystal XRD in the present work (Fig. S1, ESI†), from which the structure was determined by a structural refinement to be face-centred cubic with $a = 24.846(6)$ Å, space group: Fd3m.

To understand how these crystals developed, powder XRD patterns of the early stage samples were collected (Fig. 2). The 1 day sample is amorphous (Fig. 2a). SEM image of this sample shows some irregular aggregates of precipitate (Fig. S2a, ESI†). After 2 days reaction, very faint XRD peaks of zeolite P appear...
(Fig. 2b). The corresponding SEM images show the major phase of irregular aggregates co-existing with some spherical agglomerates (Fig. 3a). An SEM image of a cross section of a sphere (inset of Fig. 3a) shows that its surface is completely covered by short nanorods normal to the sphere surface, forming a thin crystalline crust of zeolite P, which was confirmed by a selected area electron diffraction (SAED) study later. It seems to be very likely that these zeolite P nanorods are responsible for the weak peaks in the XRD pattern of Fig. 2b.

The intensity of the diffraction peaks of zeolite P increased significantly in the 3 days sample (Fig. 2c). This is because the number of spherical particles increases largely (Fig. S2b, ESI†) while that in the 2 days sample is about 2 μm (Fig. 3b), that in the 2 days sample is about 2 μm (Fig. 3a).

The spherical particles were crushed for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) examination. SAED patterns from the nanorods can be indexed to the cubic unit cell with a = 10.043 Å (Fig. S3, ESI†). The longitudinal axis of the nanorods is parallel to the [100] zone axis of zeolite P. Unfortunately, the crystals are very beam sensitive and no HRTEM images with lattice fringes were recorded.

Elemental distributions in the spherical particles were examined by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) linear microanalysis (Fig. S4, ESI†) from the centre to the surface of a sphere with 110 μm in diameter and 12 μm in the thickness of zeolite P crust. The atomic ratio of Na : O : Si : Al is almost uniform from the centre to the surface. However, the intensities of the X-rays at the zeolite P crust are much higher than in the inner core. The intensities of the X-rays in the interface region between the zeolite P crust and the core are the lowest.

Bear in mind that triethanolamine molecules in the particles may be removed during drying at 100 °C, the 3 days sample was also dried at room temperature. EDX results show a significant amount of carbon. Organic/inorganic composite aggregates are confirmed (Fig. S5a, ESI†).

Two more points in the XRD patterns in Fig. 2c draw our attention. First, some extra peaks appear, implying a possible cubic phase with a = 9.481Å. The impurity should not be phillipsite (zeolite Na-PHI) which is known to form occasionally alongside zeolite P, 9 because the latter has a monoclinic unit cell with a = 10.0, b = 14.2, c = 8.70 Å, β = 125.1°. 10 On the other hand, no indication of this phase is seen in any other samples and it simply disappears from the XRD patterns (Fig. S6, ESI†) as the reaction time increased. We therefore pay no further attention to it in this study. The second point is that zeolite X does not form during the hydrothermal treatment for 3 days, but its content in 4 days sample is very high. To reveal more detailed crystal growth process of zeolite X, three more samples were prepared with reaction for 3½, 3¾ and 3½ days.

Surprisingly, zeolite X was not detected by XRD in the 3¾ and 3½ days samples. In XRD pattern of the 3¾ days sample, a very weak peak, which can be indexed to the {111} planes of zeolite X, appears. It indicates that nucleation of zeolite X has taken place in this sample and, in the following several hours, we may see a quick growth of zeolite X (Fig. S6, ESI†).

SEM images of the 3¼ and 3½ days samples show many spherical particles without any trace of zeolite X, in agreement with the XRD results. However, in the 3¼ days sample, some octahedral particles appear at the surface of the spheres, like a plant growing out from soil (Fig. 3c). With further increase of growth time, in the 4 days and 5 days samples, more octahedral particles of zeolite X formed and some large particles disconnected from the spheres (Fig. 3d). The co-existence of the
zeolite P-containing spheres and octahedral zeolite X remained unchanged in all the samples with longer growth time.

Fig. 3 Typical SEM images of early stage samples. (a) The 2 days sample. The inset is a cross section image showing surface crystallisation of a spherical particle. (b) The 3 days sample. (c) The 3 ¾ days sample. (d) The 5 days sample, and (e) a polished cross section of the 14 days sample encased in resin.

When a cross section of the particles were imaged using SEM, we can see that crystallisation of zeolite X actually starts at the interface between the core and the shell of the spherical particles (Fig. 3e). The crystal grow outwards but not inwards. Consequently, the core-shell spheres are almost intact during the crystal growth of zeolite X. The building units of zeolite X mainly came from the solution. The average size of the spheres increased from the 1 day sample to the 8 days sample, and then remained constant (Fig. S7a, ESI†).

The high stability of zeolite P as the shell of the spheres is also implied by SEM images. With increasing the reaction time, not only does the sphere size increase, but the length of the zeolite P also increases to about 20 µm in the 14 days sample (Fig. S8a,b, ESI†). A phase separation can be seen from the SEM image contrast pattern, which divided into four layers, marked A, B, C and D from the surface to the core. The zeolite P crust consists of A and B layers with relatively thinner crystals in the latter. The significant darker image contrast in the C layer is because this layer is basically amorphous with a smooth surface, containing lower concentrations of the principal metal cations. The region D shows a similar image contrast to that in region A, probably indicating that crystallisation of zeolite P may take place in the centre of spheres as well.

The crystalline crust can be easily disconnected from the amorphous core (Fig. S8c, ESI†). The zeolite P nanorods grow up into microrods via Ostwald ripening. The end of these microrods show a cross pattern formed by two edges along [010] and [001], if the view direction is defined as [100]. The exposed facets on both sides of the edges are parallel to the edges, i.e. (101), (101), (110), and (110) (see Fig. S8d, ESI†).

Unlike the spheres, the size of the octahedral zeolite X increases with the reaction time up to 8 days, and then reduces gradually (Fig. S7b, ESI†). This reduction is due to imperfection of the particles at early stages, in which many holes can be found through the whole body (Fig. S9, ESI†). This is because TEA is involved in the particles as detected by EDX (Fig. S5b, ESI†). At later stages, TEA molecules migrate from the octahedral particles to the solution, the crystals shrank to fill these holes. When the particles were dried at 100 °C, all organic molecules would be removed, leaving some holes. No carbon was detected from these particles (Fig. S9d, ESI†). From single crystal XRD experiments, we also detected that the large octahedra are imperfect. The exposure time used had to be much longer than normal time because the intensities of the diffraction spots are very weak (Fig. S10, ESI†).

EDX results from zeolite P on the sphere surface and zeolite X, more than 10 particles being selected for each phase, indicate that the Si : Al ratios are quite similar, 1.54±0.08 and 1.6±0.2, respectively (Fig. S9c,d, ESI†). Therefore, it is unlikely that the Si : Al ratio makes an important influence to the early appearance of zeolite P.

The experimental data we observed in this work enable us to propose a multi-step crystal growth mechanism of zeolite X in the presence of TEA (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Schematic drawing of the proposed formation mechanism of octahedral zeolite X crystals. (a) Loose precipitate of precursors and TEA. (b) Amorphous spherical aggregate. (c) Surface crystallisation, forming a zeolite P nanorod crust. (d) Nucleation of zeolite X at the interface of the zeolite P crust and the amorphous core. (e) Growth of zeolite X. (f) Separation of the sphere and the zeolite X crystal.

Step 1. The precursor molecules/ions including TEA molecules aggregate together into loose precipitate due to strong intermolecular interactions (Fig. 4a). Forming Al-TEA complex in the solution and in the precipitate is quite possible.

Step 2. The TEA enhanced aggregates increase their density to form non-crystalline spheres (Fig. 4b). Naturally, the
Concentration of the precursors in the solution is greatly reduced. Nucleation in the solution is suppressed. In fact, at these early stages, individual crystals of either zeolite P or zeolite X were not observed.

Step 3. Nucleation followed by crystallisation takes place on the sphere surface, forming a crust of radially arranged zeolite P nanorods (Fig. 4c). It is more difficult to take place inside the spheres, since there is restricted space, limited mass transportation, less help from the solvent. The prioritized appearance of zeolite P is probably governed by the high density of the precursors in the spheres, as reported previously that high concentration of [Si, Al] and high temperature help the formation of zeolite P.11 The possible reason is that zeolite P has a much higher density, 15.3 (Si,Al)/1000Å³, than that of zeolite X, 12.7 (Si,Al)/1000Å³. Surface crystallisation of disordered spherical aggregates is an important step in reversed crystal growth, forming a thin single crystal polyhedral shell.12 In the present work, the surface crystallisation does not lead to a single crystal shell. The extension of the crystallisation on the surface is suppressed by the adsorbed TEA molecules.

Step 4. Nucleation of zeolite X occurs at the interface between zeolite P crust and the amorphous core in the spheres (Fig. 4d), where the relatively lower density and lower concentrations of the precursors are suitable for development of zeolite X. Only one zeolite X crystal normally forms in each sphere. Consequently, the total number of zeolite X crystals is greatly reduced, resulting in large crystals.

Step 5. Zeolite X octahedral particles grow outwards fast (Fig. 4e) and do not grow inwards due to a high density of the sphere centre. The extension of crystallisation to the centre may build up a pressure. A similar phenomenon was found previously in reversed crystal growth of zeolite A.13 Deposition of Al³⁺ in the form of Al–TEA complex and very fast growth rate result in capture of a large amount of TEA molecules inside the zeolite X particles.

Step 6. Zeolite X crystals drop down from the zeolite P-containing spheres. Perfect octahedral morphology can be achieved in the solution. The crystals shrink to reduce the porosity, finally forming real single crystals (Fig. 4f).

In conclusion, some novel phenomena observed in the crystal growth of zeolites X and P the presence of TEA allow us to propose a new formation mechanism of these zeolites. We have confirmed several points. First, TEA functions as an agglomeration matrix during the crystal growth, enhancing the formation of spherical aggregates, including all the precursors. The concentrations of the precursors in the solution are largely reduced. Therefore, nucleation of zeolites does not occur in the solution. Second, surface crystallisation of zeolite P nanorods generates a region at the interface between the crystalline shell and the amorphous core, which is suitable for nucleation of zeolite X. Third, all zeolite X crystals grow on the surface of the spheres. No phase transformation from zeolite P to zeolite X was not observed. This work may shed light on growth of other zeolites in presence of TEA.
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Zeolite X crystals nucleate inside preformed spherical particles in between the amorphous core and the shell of zeolite P nanorods.